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Hello hello I'm Elena and I hope you hear me well I decided today tonight to share with you
knowledge I have about implants. A million implants are put into the abductees. I have received
information I wanted to share and I am as well in contact with a Pleiadian lady whose name is
Mayra. She was part of the team who rescued me when I was 9 years old when I was abducted by
the Greys. They had put an implant into my head and so, this lady. Mayra. she removed it. Well as it
turned out, she didn't remove it but re-atuned it and I can tell more about this story. She is specialist
in implants and recently when I started to contact all the Facebook groups about alien abductions
and stuff, people asked the questions. So recently, I asked her how can we remove them. So she
agreed to connect with me tonight. I have taken notes from recently what she told me and
I am going to go through these notes and as well ask questions to her who is connected with me I
wish she connected with me it's because of this implant there's something I have to tell you as well
there is as well good implants because okay, I was abducted by the Grays they put this tracker it was
at the start a tracker implant. When Pleiadians rescued me, they couldn't remove the implant
because it was in a certain place in my head and I needed special tools they didn't have onboard
their ship, so she recalibrated this implant to the frequencies of theirs and the Federation, that they
would look after me, they would be the ones the Pleiadians who would monitor me instead, and
protect me, and I've been protected since all my life by them. And then this implant I have here.
allows me to connect with this lovely Myrah and then Arcturians as well.
So what are these implants. I'm going to connect to Myrah and let her speak, and read my notes as
well in the same time, to ask her questions not to forget anything.
Hello
She asked what can I do for you.
So Myrah, can you tell us first how can we do to know if we have an implant?
First, you know if you are being abducted by visitors or not. You surely know this, you wake up
with marks in the morning all over your body with bruises, with terrifying dreams, you see shadows
in the dark, you see lights outside, you have strange memories in vivid fear, and terror. If you are
being abducted, within yourself you know about it. So at the moment you know you are being taken
in the agendas of different species, you can start scanning all your body because you have trackers.
Okay... Myrah, how can we find out? I don't know.
You can do these two ways differently, by firstly your consciousness, your mind, you close your
eyes and you scan your body with your brain. Your mind, your body knows what's wrong with it.
Your body knows where there is an intrusion, something put in it that doesn't belong to it. Your
instinct, follow your instinct, follow the marks. This is the first way. For those of you who have the
powers of energy in their hands, put your hands on your body everywhere and where the implant
tracker is, you will find a little tingle in your hand, in the palm of your hand. This is where there's
one. You can have many, mostly used areas are above the knees in between the toes, in your head,
all around the curve in your neck, in the side of your shoulders, just below the collarbone, these are
the places when you have marks. In your wrists it is not because you have an implant there they use
your wrist to access the blood very easy because they inject you something that will neutralize your
nervous system. This is where you have little dots. If you've always wondered how the little dots
were here, little dots red dots on your skin, are the traces of the needles they inject you with a
product that neutralizes your body response, you are still conscious but your body doesn't respond.
Is that well answered ?

Thank You Myrah. She speaks best okay now I had another question and so what is really an
implant, oh well I'm... it's difficult for me to switch on and off with her so I'm going to ask a series
of questions, she's listening to me. What is an implant, what is it for and placed by whom, and how
it works, what is it, what is it for, placed by whom, and how it works, okay ?
What you call an implant we call it a device, a tracking device more exactly. When you are first
abducted to enter into the agenda of reproduction of hybrids either or just to serve as energetic
source of feeding but the most most common is the hybridization program. You are placed a tracker
within your body. This tracker will monitor you and you know they have maps. On these maps,
there are signals of all the trackers. Some are more bright than others. You know why: although they
are of the same technology, the brightest and the strongest signal what makes a signal stronger: fear.
They instill it fear in you because a subject injected with fear is a better prey is a better subject it is
easier everything takes easier in a body injected with fear because all the natural defenses all the
energetic defenses are switched off. Fear switches off everything, makes you vulnerable makes your
a prey, makes you an animal. What was the next question? Oh, why it is simple in the hybrid
agendas of these visitors they need to operate in different phases, so they need to track the subject,
to take it again. First contact they will take a bit of your reproductive substance. Second contact
they will inject you back what they have made with it. Third contact, they gather. This happens in
three phases. Sometimes, two phases: first contact they put directly the egg in it. Yes, it is eggs,
because you know, to start you ask me the question so I remember you wanted to know who - who
do that, which ones, well there is a hierarchy. First on the top of the hierarchy are those you call the
reptilians but a special kind, those coming from the constellation Draconis from a star we call
Thuban. These ones are the Masters and there are them or slightly equal to them is a race called
Maytre. Maytre are tall gray skinned, bald, big eyes, reptilians as well but to difference we call
reptilians those from Draconis Thuaban and we will call Greys the other ones. And there are then,
under the Maytre, you have the Zetans. the Zetans are a subspecies of the Solipsi Rai. Small gray.
And below them all the synthetic life-forms and the clones they've created to help them because
they need to be very numerous you have no idea of how many abductions happen every night on
Earth. These are the ones who do that. Be concerned that this happens with the cooperation of your
governments. There were treaties agreed in 1954 if I am correct. These treaties mislead your
leaders. These treaties were disguised with the reptilians although they were signed with the Grey
looking race. They promised your leaders technology they never gave, or so few, just to fulfill the
contract. In exchange they asked to conduct abductions to a little small group of people. Your
government's gave a list; there were no more than 150 Terran humans. They didn't respect this
either, the agreement was respected but not really, they still do it, way over over the limit. This is
subject to another discussion and I don't want to take too much time, now what is in his next
question?
Okay that's difficult, she's intense, ehm... So you spoke about fear, fear that makes us more
vulnerable, more better subjects, so that that would mean that there would be a way of not being
abducted, of reducing the... not the chance but reducing the fact that, the probability of being
abducted by controlling our fear?
This is correct.
Okay. I love her. Ehm, now how to jam them, okay, because now I'm going to read the notes you
told me, Myrah, the other day, that we couldn't do it with our technology. Well... instead of reading
just tell me, tell again.
To remove these implants: you can not with your actual technology because they are
transdimensional trans-field. To explain to you, the visitors you are dealing with belong to different
planes and travel through dimensions, through densities, densities of matter, so the trackers they put

in you will rarely, very rarely, be of your own density, because you can remove them, of course, and
you can't have them detected by your technology. These implants are of another dimension. They
are here, you can feel them pulsing under your skin, but there is nothing that you can touch or see.
To remove them properly you need interdimensional surgery. You are not yet there, you will
eventually one day, so in the meantime you'll need other alternative: is to burn them. "Jam": I like
this word. Elena you you told me Jam is a recipe made with mashed fruit on Terra Earth. To jam
something is to make a mash with the thing, so I am going to show you how to mash Jam the
frequency of the tracker, the impulse. Is there another question you want to ask before we show
this?
Yes before we show how to do that because I know you showed me recently, I have stuff with me
and okay, I'm quickly going through the notes Myrah told me, so she said we need interdimensional
tools to remove them, that's what you said, so I know I think you said everything ehm, you said
everything so now let's go yes to though the way to remove them.
You cannot remove them, you need to destroy the frequency. If you create an impulse of energy
strong enough to destroy the frequency, to disturb it strongly enough it will burn and destroy the
ability of the tracker. The shell will always be there because you cannot remove it. We can but we
work a lot, at trying to rescue people and if you're lucky you meet us and we'll remove it. You need
to send an impulse of energy very strong this will be enough to work it, block it, destroy the
signature. This can be done by three ways: firstly, elevate your own energy, your own frequency
into a dimension, a density that is higher than 4D, fourth density, because these beings are no higher
than the fourth density. If you vibrate in the fifth density of consciousness and energy you will
destroy the tracker, I cannot show you that. This is why they don't even try to put trackers in us
because we have ability to dwell in the fifth and above. Coming back to you: elevate your
frequency, it will neutralize them. You need to be very good at that, because this is not the most
secure way. Sound secondly can do that; you have 2 frequencies you can use: 777 Hertz is a very
disturbing very disturbing frequency for all life-forms it creates a disbalance in the cells that is
going to reset the genetic pattern. Do not use the 777 too much it is harmful, it can be harmful but
the 777 put on the implant is lethal for it destroys it. Sound travels inter-dimensionally. Sound can
touch targets in other dimensions. If you also apply 1000 and above, you can also as well jam it, but
be careful of this: if you listen to this sound it will do nothing; the sound has to be directed and put
under the skin. You need a tool for that and this tool Elena will show you. I know she prepared it.
The third option is to send a formidable discharge of energy in it, by the same way you will use the
sound. These are the three ways I know, it works and I use. I am, I was part of a team for years and
years and years rescuing Terran abductees. Now, I'm just giving advice. So I am now ready to watch
you Elena, show them what I showed you.
Gosh oh okay okay so uhm this way and back it's like very tiring okay sorry. So the implants are
interdimensional, and you need something interdimensional that makes the connection between
your dimension and the dimension of the implant. Okay there is something that does the job, that
does the bridge. It's this, you know what it is, it's a merkabah, it's made of crystal. So um the
Merkabah is an interdimensional vessel. It allows you to travel or connect to other planes of density.
It is a formidable protection and it is a tool of light directly connected to the power of light. Okay I
bought this one in a crystal shop. You can find them on internet. Be very careful that the edge are
pointy, not rounded otherwise that doesn't work. I have one around my neck as well. Also the small
ones are working as well. For the implants you don't need that big. The important is that the shape is
right, and you need strong sharp points. I bought a pendulum instead of a pendant, because
pendulums have sharp edges, pendant have round and it doesn't work. That's for the details. So this
thing once you put energy and intention in it, you can really connect interdimensionally. You really
have to put an intention so that's the interdimensional device okay. Ehm all I say she showed me the
other day. Then you need a crystal quartz so everything is in quartz, clear crystal quartz. That is the

best size and shape, six okay, section six, it's better if it's regular but... and it recalls the metatron
you know, six. So this is going to be the tool through which you are going to send and focus either
sound either energy. The energy you find it by you know Reiki, all this energy around you, you
have to really focus it and send it. Myrah helped me to remove an implant from somebody the other
day; she just connected with me and she sent her energy through me, through my hand. So the thing
is you have to find a source of energy, of etheric or plasmic energy, so it can be yeah life force,
something like that. So, what she showed me: there are two ways. I just hope the little drawings I
made... I will scan them and publish them in comments, that's a good idea, all my notes, then you
have them as well. So okay, I'm gonna show you now my notes okay first methods. So that's what
she did to me in the ship, but you can do it. So that's your skin, the tracker is just under the skin, the
epidermis.
you put the Merkabah the point touching, it's within the skin, and the crystal like this, and there
must be a source of energy or sound, coming through it. So basically, this will make the connection
with the implant.You put it against against the skin by the point okay, and the opposite point, say
this one, you put the opposite point, you put the crystal, you're not obliged to touch it you can be a
bit like this, touching of course it's better, and you send your energy and the Merkabah will
transform the energy, we shift it into the dimension needed. It will resonate with the implant, it will
recognize it. And so the energy going through this, we access the plane of density of this dimension
of this implant and basically, burn it. Now with the sound, if you have the tuning fork, imagine the
Merkabah is here okay. Tuning fork, if it's weighted the tuning fork you can put here like this or
otherwise like this, or like this. Don't touch the crystal because the sound stops. If it's not weighted,
I'll show you, if you touch it, it stops so there's no point. That's a fantastic one I show you I got it on
internet on Amazon.Well it works.4096 C. That's the activation of crystal, quartz crystal, and itsthe
highest so Myrah said about 1000 so that's why, so that's it. That's it I'm going through my notes and
see, ehm... yes she said they don't use Merkabahs because they don't need. They have other
instruments more efficient. Merkabah is the only thing we can just have here on Earth, and acquire
easily, and that does the job. But they don't work with Merkabahs. I mean they're way above that.
They use devices through my hypnosis I remembe,r I saw, because I went out of my body, and I saw
what she did to me. She put this thing on my head, imagine that was my head and it was kind of a
disc and the crystal was straight into it. I have actually a drawing of it. I'll put in the comments so
that's it. Now I'm going through my notes, see that I haven't forget anything... That's it, okay, so
um... oh she said to me about the Merkabahs, so implants are interdimensional trackers so you need
a transdimensional device, the Merkabah works for you because it is one, you need to have all your
equipment in pure quartz, a clear quartz, the Merkabah, the crystal star as we'll call it allows
transfer of energy between different densities, it is an interdimensional device, it is a transmuter, not
necessary if you work on the same density which does not concern you. You need anyway a
transdimensional device. So I said everything, this is it. I'm going to connect with her again and see
if she has other things to say.
I have nothing more to say, you spoke well, you explained well. I am available for other questions if
you need. You will tell me later so I will have a message for all the Terrans who get abducted: Do
not express fear. Fear makes you visible. Fear makes you big bright light to their sensors. You
cannot unfortunately avoid that they will try to take you, but you can make yourself invisible. Fear
no more! You have the power upon your life. We are helping you, but you are the ones who have the
power upon your own lives, your own destinies. We are just here to support you, to help you not fall
from the wall, from the path, to put you back on your path all the time, all the time you stumble we
lift you up again, but we are not walking your path for yourselves. And so goes the story of your
species and so goes the story of your own private personal life. You own your life. Vibrate your
energy above 4D; you will get out of this horrible matrix of abductions. Trust this will be soon over.
Myrah from the Federation's orbital station has spoken. Ask me anything else if you want on
another time. I will leave you now.

Yeah oh oh gosh she's gone... oh hi Tanya I see, can I ask a question please oh yes, what is your
question, tell me, write it down and she's gone but maybe I can answer. Listen you know what write
it down and if I can answer or if I connect with her tomorrow I'll ask her. And I invite you all to
write down all the questions if you have and I'll make a list and when I connect next with her I'll ask
her and I write them, I will answer to you okay. So I hope that was helpful. I've been there, I've been
an abductee, I've had the chance to be rescued, and by this lovely lady and of course, Thor Han.
Okay yeah see you guys, heads up thumbs up, we'll beat the bastards!

